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DEADLINE .....for the next issue of the BVWS Bulletin ...1et MARCH 1978
LEEEEEEEEa. l

FRONT cov§§_ILLUSTaATION The Metro-Vick 'cosmos' Baby Grand 3-velve
receiver was introduced in 192h/5 and earned

itself the nick-name 'cruet‘ set because of its quaint appearance. The set
usually used three Cosmos SP 18 valves, Blue or green-spot followed by a
green-spot and finally a red-spot.for the three stages, R.F., Det., L.F.,
and the makers claimed it would be good for‘loud-speaker reproduction with-
in 50 miles of a normal transmitter or 150 miles of the highepowered station.
The controls were a knOb-operatad swinging-coil reaction, main tuning and
fine control. There was also a filament rheostat with two windings for
bright emitters and dull emitters. The battery leads came out by way of a
single braided cable carrying all the separate leads. The price of the set
in 1925 was 86.7.6d. The set was first made in the Meter Department at
Metropolitan Vickers which may have some bearing on the curious design ... a
Meter Department would probably be more familiar with handling moulded
compounds for meter cases than mahogany cabinets which would have to be made
outside. Another version of this set had a perikcn crystal detector mount-
ed on the two vertical pillars behind the filament rheostat but it is not
clear whether the set then 'acquired' two RJ. stages or two I..F. stages.
(See John Ludlow's article on Hetrovidks on p.38 of this Bulletin).

Going back to the cover illustration of Vbl.2 No.2 (the last Bulletin),
Maurice Chaplin of the Canadian Vintage Wireless Association wrote to add
the following material:- introduced late 1925 ( advertised as 'new' in the
Dec. issue of Modern Wireless). Prico.£6 (less batteries and valves:) plus
25/- royalty. The plug-in aerial reactance unit covered BOO-SOOm. A similar
one covering 1500-1800m was available at an extra cost of 18/4. The receiver
was reduced in price to £5 in July 1926 and was still being advertised in
September of that year as a current model. It was illustrated together
with the BTH CB loudspeaker . Thank.you, Maurice,for this information.
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EDITORIAL

The 1977 RWireless Show" at the Victoria and Albert Museum is due t o  end a t  about the
time our Bulletin goes t o  press  (December 11 th ) .  The exhibition has been very success-
ful from just about all points of view. Many people have visited the show and written
t o  the museum organisers and to  the B .V .W.S .  saying how much they enjoyed the displays.
Some letters have been very informative on matters which were s t i l l  in  doubt at the
time of sett ing up the displays. Some visitors have been good enough to  make signific-
ant contributions to existing knowledge and even the most  critical comments have been
highly constructive. The exhibition catalogue was very well produced by the V'&.A
staff though unavoidable errors have, of course,  crept in. One can be sure that this
catalogue will remain a lasting document of reference and will ,  in i t s  turn, become a
co l l ec to r ‘ s  i tem.

Inevitably, mistakes have crept into this exhibition just  as they creep into all pub-
lished work with a sor t  of uncanny 'mind of their own ' .  Exhibit No. 120 , fo r  example,
was called the 'Saucepan Super '  - i t  should have been the 'Saucepan Spec i a l ' .  Dating
things can always be a problem now that so  many firms have destroyed their records.
But in the case of the Saucepan Special  made by the Ever Ready 00 . ,  we know that i t
began selling in i ts  intended market in Rhodesia in September 19h9 (See Rosaleen
Smyth's  article on page #2 of this i s sue ) .  The V{&.A catalogue s ta tes  19L8 as the
date . . . . . .  wel l ,  i t  i s  true that 20  sample se t s  went to  Rhodesia at the end of 19h8
to  t e s t  the market, as i t  were.  It  would probably have been bet ter  t o  quote the 19h9
date .  St i l l  on this exhibit, the catalogue describes it  as a 2 valve superhet . . . .
. . . . .  wel l ,  as one correspondent sa id ,  that really would be something: This i s  a four
valve receiver and, as far as we know, i t  i g_a  supe rhe t . . . . . . t hough  the circuit has
s t i l l  not been located and we have not yet had the opportunity t o  look inside the
se t  on exhibition. Circuit information on this se t  would be most  welcome.
The story of the 'Saucepan Specia l '  i s  really quite fascinating and was brought t o  my
attention by Resaleen Smyth who i s  doing research for her Ph .D.  on the subjec t  of  the
' ledia  in northern Rhodesia ' .  She had written to ask what !g_knew about this se t  at
B.V.W.S. . . . . .  her article shows who knows what! The B.V}W.S. Bulletin traditions
have been broken on two counts by this article: it  i s  the first one on a pos t  world—
war I I  topic and i t  i s  the first one written by a woman . . . . . t hanks  Rosaleen.

The opening night exhibition preview was a great success  and it  provided a marvellous
Opportunity for B.V.W.S. members to  meet one another in a most convivial se t t ing.  we
must congratulate the‘V{&.A for organising such a splendid evening and, most particularly,
we must extend a very sincere vote of thanks to  Philips Industries who so  generously
supported the event by making sure there were adequate refreshments . . . . thanks Philips.
Some of us had the unique opportunity of meeting and talking with that grand old man
of radio,John Scott-Taggart 0 .B .E .  who, at the age of 80,  took the trouble to  come to
our 'party '  and make himself known to  those of us who previously only knew the 'name'—-
as the most  often repeated name in the early wireless literature of the ' 20 ' s  and 30 ' s .
I t  was marveIkus t o  s ee  you and thanks for coming S .T .

Norman Jackson ' s  exhibition posters are s t i l l  available . . s ee  page #5 of this  Bul le t in .
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THE B.T.H. FEE-BROADCAST PORTABLE

A.R.C.

In last month's issue of the Bulletin there appeared a short history of the B.T.H.
fompany and mention was made of the r31e of Mr. R.C.Clinker as the company's radio

pioneer. The two-valve portable radio set designed by Mr. Clinker is now illustrat-
ed and a few quotations are taken from the brochure produced when this set was on
sale. The date of the brochure i s  February 1921 - well before the BBC came into being.

S o  it may interest readers to know what uses such a set was put to.... I quote:
"The principal uses .... are as follows: -
1. To receive signals giving Greenwich time, and to check the accurate Operation of

clocks by the scientific signals which are sent out daily from the Eiffel Tower,
Lyons, and from the station at Nauen (near Berlin). This is of a great value to
Watch-makers, Public Institutions, Works, and others.

2. To receive press news as sent out by the principal agencies daily.

3. To receive meteorological reports and weather forecasts as sent out daily by several

stations such as Poldhu (Cornwall) and Paris, etc.

L. For instructional purposes in Technical Colleges. For instance,in the Lecture Room,
when used with an amplifier and loud—speaking telephone, a pair of these receivers

will illustrate the principles of 'beat' reception in wireless, and also the reac-
tions upon one anpther of coils carrying alternating currents.

5. As a laboratory instrument for comparing accurately the high-frequency inductance

of coils and capacity of condensers. “Wherever a source of high-frequency current
is required for experimental purposes, these sets form a portable and convenient

self contained source, which can be set working in a few seconds with any frequency

from 20,000 to 200,000 cycles per second, and with sufficient energy for telephonic
measurements.

6. As a means of locating cable faults. "

Well, with that list of uses, I can hardly see how people used to manage without one:

The set came in a polished wood case measuring 15" x 1h" X 5" and weighing 201b complete.
The front cover was lifted off its hinges, laid flat on the table (or floor) and
aligned along the meridian with the small built-in compass. The set was then placed on

the central pivot on the-cover and rotated until the pointer at the bottom of the case
indicated the direction of the station. When the station had been tuned the 'retroactive’

coil was swung inwards or outwards on its hinges until 'the signals are heard and
clearly distinguished‘. The wavelength range was 1500 to 15,000 metres but could be

extended down to #00 metres. The batteries were all neatly stacked in the case. This
is a very attractive receiver for the modern collector - I wonder if any member has
one? We know of the two at Sth.Kensington and Birmingham and wonder if others exist.

'1; "The receiving coil 'A‘ is acted

'“—-*:*~“W *“N‘""- "—*"* u on b the assin waves. The un-
RECLNNG con—A agillagle acgumulagor 'B'hcats the

'Wm 2.671117" filaments of the valves'C' and 'D'
when the plug is inserted in 'E'.
The receiving coil is tuned to res—

onance...by means of the condensers

'F' and 'G', the latter being ins-
erted for high—wave lengths with
switch '3' on contact 2. The detect—

ing valve '0' receives pulses of high+

3:..." frequency EMF from the receiving
1?14 coil and transforms them into low
33: frequency pulses passing to trans-

is ~MM}'+ former 'L'...¢o the amplifying valve
1 :  ' .v===== I"! v 1
. fl (1 D ...te1ephone transformer Q ....

L_\9'l ‘ _ H _”. EZFFE} and receiver 'T'. The coil 'M' ena-

Lr __flfl final bles 'C' to maintain self oscilla-
tion by retroaction......"
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The B .T .H.  portable wireless receiving set designed by Mr. R .C .Cl inker

VINTAGE SOUNDS

The wel l  known triple greeting of the London 'Bobby' ,  ' e l l o ,  ' e l l o ,  ' e l l o ,  soundsti
bit  like a 3L0 version of the old BBC London Stat ion ,  2L0! . . . . . .  infect going back
to  the 192h period we find that the triple version greeting was used by 2L0 when
commencing a news broadcast.  This i s  what it  sounded l ike:

"Hallo,  Hallo, Hallo, this i s  2L0 calling: This is the London Station of the
British Broadcasting Company. You will now hear the news, - copyright by
Renter,  Press Association, Exchange Telegraph and Central News. . . . . . . . . "

How different this all  sounds from the very sophisticated broadcasts we hear today:

When attempting to  demonstrate old equipment at  exhibitions e tc  recordings of old
broadcasts are used to  great effect .  But to  go  back a little further than the 1920 ' s
into the age of wireless telegraphy, i t  then seems hardly necessary to  worry about
recordings,as  morse sounds can be  so  easi ly  produced with any old device .  But wait
a moment . . . . . John  Ludlow, whose memories go back a long way,was not really very happy
with the sounds of the morse signals which he heard from a magnetic detector - in
actual operation detecting locally synthesised Horse radio signals at the Harconi
Centenary Exhibition a few years ago at the Science Museum. _Back in 1919, at his home
in London W.7 . ,  he listened to  the signalling from British & French coastal  stations
on his  crude home made crystal tuner.  A considerable range of audio frequencies was
found among the various spark s ta t ions .  For example,  the shore s ta t ion  at Niton ( I s l e
of Wight )  had a deep ,  rather gruff sound, whilst  Flamborough Head had a higher pitched

but penetrating ' rasp ' .  The French stations mostly had highvpitched 'windy' sounds:1
con
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I t  was of ten  the habit for an operator t o  shut down an alternator after t ransmiss ion ,
in  order t o  use the same aerial for rece iv ing ,  and then start  i t  up again for answer-
ing .  Niton Opera tors , for  example, would start keying before the alternator was up to
speed,  so  the signal started as a low growl slowly rising to  normal pi tch.  Conversely,
the Frenchmen would invariably knock off the alternator drive before the end of trans-
miss ion  so  that the final dash of the ' s ign  off' or 'end of work' signal ( . . .—- .—-)
had the sound of a despairing wail ,  sometimes accentuated by keeping the key down for
extra effect .  Also 'p i tch  drOOp' during dots and particularly during dashes .due to
the slight slowing up of the alternator as it  took i ts  load, combined with the indiv-
idua l ' s  keying style (known as  the ' f i s t ' )  enabled expert telegraphists to  recognise
particular operators on shift .  This must have been a very useful skill in the days of
broad band spread transmissions and crude receiver tuning and helped to  extend the
traffic capacity of the band! (Thank you, John for these fascinating reminisjegces

. Ed.

M/A

MARCO/W MODEL 4/;
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THE MARCONIPHONE MODEL #2

by John Gillies

In a previous issue of the Bulletin (Vol.1, No.2,page 5} I dealt with the restoration
of the Philips 65AA Superinductance receiver. Since then I have been fortunate in
unearthing a Marconi Model #2 in a 'junk shop' in Putney. This turned out to be even
easier to restore than the Philips due to its very simple circuit. It is a particularly
elegant looking set in a semi-cathedral style with a carved wooden grill. It is fin-
ished in a mahOgany veneer with the traditional small window type tuning scale, so
popular at this time

The Model #2 is an A.C.mains T.R.F. receiver and was first introduced in 1952. It res-
embles the design of the Philips 65hA in several respects. First of all it uses a
permanent magnet moving coil loudspeaker - rather unusual at this time. It also makes
use of resistance capacity smoothing, there being no smoothing choke or Speaker field
coil. The third common feature is the use of a multi-capacitor block, which proved to
_be the first major source of difficulty in the writer's receiver.

All the capacitors from C6 to C16 are found in the Block which is located on the t0p
of the main chassis. This includes all the smoothing and decoupling capacitors as
well as intervalve coupling and cathode bypass capacitors. C20, the 8mfd electrolytic
reservoir capacitor is not included in the block. As the larger value capacitors 1.0
to 4.0 microfarads had gone short circuit it was necessary to replace all the cap-
acitors in the block:

A careful note was made of each connection to the capacitor block before removing it
from the chassis. The block was then gently heated by standing it on the lid of an old
baking tin on the ring of an electric cooker. It was arranged tOp downwards to allow
the tar to drain as it melted. The old capacitors were now easily removed and modern
paper replacements were easily wired and fitted in place. It is not necessary to re-use
the tar but perfectionists may like to — or wax could be used. I found it possible to
wedge all the capacitors in place without resorting to either method.

C20 had gone very leaky and appeared to draw a heavy current. in fact getting quite
warm. A modern replacement of the same physical size and value was found. Before
re-applying the mains, the rubber covered wiring associated with the mains voltage
selector had to be replaced. The contacts of switch 1, 2, 5, h & 5 were then cleaned
together with the tracks of VR1 and VRZ. R15 appeared to have over-heated at some
time but it was left in place as its value measured correctly at 20,000 . Leakages

in C15 and C16 had probably been the cause of the high current through R15.

The moment to try the receiver had now arrived and the first results were very encour-

aging - the only real fault being in a sticky wavelength change—over mechanism which
was cured by spraying with a little 'Phospro'. The sensitivity seemed adequate,
bringing in Radios 1, 5 &«h at a good volume using only a short room aerial. One or
two continental stations were also heard at reduced volume suggesting that the perform—
ance was up to specification for a three valve T.R.F. receiver.

Egmponent values Some D.C. resistances I

R2 21: c1 0.01s? C18 0.0003 Ck 1, 85.0.. Ck 2, 85.0. . - ;
Rh 25k 02 0.0005 C19 0.0001 T1: prim. 1000J1 , sec. 10000J1. ;
RE 1k C5 0.001 020 8.0 elect. T2: prim. 100051., sec. 0.5J1.
R 1m 1
R7 1018:6 315* 8'8?” 194:3; L1 3. L2: 11w LSD. , Lw 26.0.0. 5
R8 10]: ' L3 8: LL: W 4.5:). . W 27.05:.06 0.1 V1 MSLB 3.5. .

L5 .9. L6: 1m 1.5;; , Lw 27.0.11R9 1001: c7 0.1 v2 mu. det. L7 6: L8- 15.51 . *
R10 100k 08 0.1 V5 MPTL pent. o/p ' 1
R 1 1  100k 0 9  1 . 0  Vie U 1 0  rect T321-2 ,  2 -3 ,  3 + ,  2.5 ohms each

R 1 ?  600 I.I. C 1 0  1 . 0  L-s, 1 6  ohms, 5-6, 1 . 5  Ohgs, hm i

313 280 "-W- C11 0.5 Pin connections for 6 '7 '  32 ohms. & 13';5’21 53m0 5
31“ 1k "-V- C12 1.0 condenser block 15-3 725 °h43 157 5 5 ° 3

with 1 he

R15 20k C131“) 1 c 8 012 12 —:1_
VR1 50k 01h 1 . 0  ’ ‘7 5"fjv C11 ’ ’_:T' C15 not used
m2 25k 015 h 0 2. 06 6. J 9, 011. 13.

C 6 '0 5, 08 (not used) 10, 015 1a, earth
1 4' L1, 010 7, c9 11, 016
C17 0.0005
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METROPOLITAN - VICKERS ONE OF THE PIONEERS OF BRITISH BROADCASTING

By J .H .Lud low

The plans made by George Westinghouse of Pi t tsburg,  Pennsylvania, for  the immense
factory he intended to  build at Trafford Park, Manches te r ,  included the training in
the U.S.A.  of L0 se l ec t ed  young Bri t ish engineers to  take over key pos i t ions  in the
new works from the Americans whom he would be  sending to  supervise the cons t ruc t ion .

In this team, later  known as the 'Holy Fo r ty ' ,  was a student lately qualified a t
Finsbury Technical Col lege ,  Arthur Percy Morris Fleming. He returned to  England in
1902 and by 1917 had become Manager of Apprentice Training. This work kept him in
constant touch with Universit ies,  schools and colleges in the recruitment of suitable
candidates - a valuable esperience for the man who was to  become the manager of the
Research Department.
'The original company, known as  the Bri t ish Westinghouse Electr ic  and Manufacturing Co . ,
was acquired in 1917 by the Metropolitan Carriage, Wagon and Finance Co.  and then
almost  immediately merged with Vickers Ltd. and in 1919 i t s  name became 'Metropoli tan-
Vickers Electr ical  Co .L td . ' ,  frequently shortened to  'Metro-Vick' or 'M-V ' .

The Company had had no direct concern with radio,  until A.P .M.Fleming,  in constant
touch with h i s  Westinghouse friends in the U .S .A . ,  became interes ted in the pos s ib i l i t i e s
of broadcasting. ‘When.he vis i ted the U.S .  in 1921 he studied the stations at Detroit
and Pittsburg, and the manufacture of cheap domestic receivers .  On his  return to  the
works ,  and with the full approval of Managing Director Capt .  R .S .Hi l ton ,  he opened a
50  watt experimental s tat ion in h is  recently built Research Department, housing the
transmitter in the j an i to r ' s  room,  draping the Conference Room as  a studio,  and
slinging a 300 ft aerial between the 80 ft high peak of a big machine-sh0p roof and
the water tower which gravity-fed the fire sprinklers, and so  was a good deal higher.

From experimental broadcasts,  much was learnt about transmitters, the use of microphone
techniques,  audio amplifiers and monitoring receivers for checking the outgoing signal.
Fleming was much alive to  the high publicity value of demonstrating new technologies
and broadcasting was an opportunity not t o  be  mi s sed .  A new post—war company, the
Radio Communication Co . ,  of  which R .S .Hi l ton  was also Managing Director,  joined forces
wi th  Metrowick on the Manufacturer 's  Committee e lec ted  to  form the Brit ish Broadcasting
Company to  poo l  their  pa ten t s .  . -

Although Marconi himself did not seem to  have any great interest in a public broadcast
se rv ice ,h i s  Managing Director, Godfrey I saacs ,  saw in the project  an opportunity to
put  h i s  firm in a monopolistic posi t ion by reason of i ts  strong patent holding,and
therefore used his considerable powers of debate t o  that end by representing his company
personally on the Committe.

Lengthy d i scuss ions  regarding the organisation of a Broadcasting Company began in May
1922 and continued until ear ly 'August ,  by which time the two opposed view points were
represented by Isaacs for the Marconi Co. and A.McKinstry ( a  Metrovick director) .  They
eventually decided that the new company should have a neutral chairman; that it  should
operate eight transmitters;  that s ix  of the eight should be equipped by Marconi ' s  and
that the remaining two would be  ordered by the B.B.Co;  and that if these two were not
ordered from Marcon i ' s ,  no patent litigation would follow - all companies waiving
patent rights in respect  of all eight stat ions.  Finally questions of patent rights
used in receivers  would be set t led among the members themselves.

In the meantime A.P.M.Fleming had created a Radio Section in his  Research Dept .  to  look
after the general advancement of transmitting techniques through their s tat ion 22? and
to  design marketable receivers .  These became available in the autumn of 1922 in the
form of the Cosmos crystal-type Radiophone at £3 .10s . ,  and the 2-va1ve cabinet s e t  at
£26 .10s .  The sec t ion  was led by 'W.J .Brown ,  and later included C .R .Burch  and later
s t i l l  N.Ryland Davis .  As programme material  had t o  be  raised and paid for by the
sponsoring company (Metrovick in this case)the studio hd  t o  be  adapted to  the various
ar t i s tes  - not to  mention members of staff such as Miss Alice Bennie,  the Manager ' s
Secretary and Major  J .W.Buckley,  Group Leader, who provided an invaluable 'Chi ld rens  Hour ' .

Perhaps the most important project  started by A.P.M.Fleming was that of making rece iv-
ing valves  at a time (1921) when the Marconi Co.  was hoping to  extract royalties from
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the Government Services for the alleged infringements of  their  pa t en t s .  Marcon i ' s
s ta r ted  lega l  proceedings in October 1921 and their  final appeal was not d i smi s sed
by the House of Lords until  8th April 192a .  In the interim the majori ty  o f  valve mak-
e r s  and u se r s ,  including the Se rv ices ,  were uneasy about expansion.

However, during the establishment of the Radio Sect ion ,  Fleming was approached by
E.Yeoman  Robinson,  a Manchester graduate with a strong interest  and some experience in
the development of thermionic valves, and many ideas for a se r ies  of  patents  covering
entirely novel  constructions.  He accepted a very favourable contract t o  jo in  Metrovicks
and soon  became leader of a new Vacuum Tube Sect ion in  the Research Dep t .  Liason was
maintained with Westinghouse and with the Cosmos Lamp Works, and valve-making machines
were deve10ped to  produce prototypes of Robinson ' s  designs at Trafford Park.

In the meantime a Radio manufacturing unit was started in the Meter Department by H.G.
Bel l ,  a Research Dept .  engineer.  This resu l ted  in  t he . s econd  range of Metrovick rece iv-
e r s ,  typified by the circular forms of crystal and valve sets  built in black moulded
.Bakel i te ,  which earned the nick-name of ' c rue t ' . s e t s ,  because of their appearance.  A t
about this time there a l so  appeared the Cosmos 'RadioéBrix ' ,  being individual boxes
containing components such as variable capacitors,  inductances e tc  for the 'constructor ' .

The Metrovick transmitter ZZY was increased in power to  700 watts in mid-October 1922
by installing a R.C.C. se t ,  which was subsequently modified to take 1%kW. The B.B.Co.
was not regis tered  until .December 15 th  1922 ,  and was not granted i t s  own l icence until
January 18 th  1923 .  To provide coverage for the Manchester area i t  was arranged that
the Metrovick station should be ' loaned '  t o  them until  a smooth change-over could be
made later  in 1923 .

In  the autumn of 1923 ,  E .Y.Robinson put in hand experimental transmitting valves to
his 'short—path'  design, and C.R.Burch joined his sect ion t o  cope with the necessary
high-vacuum techniques for making them, including the use of Langmuir vacuum pumps and
out-gassing by bombardment and induction heat .  By 1925 i t  was decided to  develop valve-
making equipment in conjunction with the existing facility at the Cosmos Lamp Works,
and would be transferred to  the Brimsdown Valve Dept .  with Robinson as Chief Engineer.

By December 1926 ,  complete se t s  of drawings had been made to  cover  the hand-over t o
Cosmos, who were thereafter responsible for production. These were for the following
types: sp55 B, SP55 R, sp16 R, SP18 BB, SP18 RR, 8PM, smz, SP61, 3PM U, sp61 U,
SRLZ U and SP62 U. In general these were pre-production types, using small pear-
shaped bulbs ,  as distinct from the cylindrical style 'R '  type used by Mullard, Ediswan
and Cosmos when freedom from patent infringement had been  confirmed.

Metrovick secured the services o f  Norman P.Hinton of the Post  Office Radio Dep t .  where
he had been responsible for the development of some of the receivers used in the long-
wave overseas links. He was given laboratory space and offices in the Meter Building
where he would be Chief Engineer of the new Wireless Department. Hinton concentrated on
a s imple 's t ra ight '  se t  using five of Robinson's  'high-gain' battery triodes and h . f .
transformers of  his own des ign .  The secondaries of these were tuned by gold-plated
square law variable capacitors. The coupling transformers were made in the department
and went by the name o f .A .N .P .  (Astatic Non-Parasitic.). The ' a s t a t i c '  feature included
the use of centre—tapped main coils and the 'noneparasitic characteristic was provided
by a separate winding of resistance wire coupled with the main one and short circuited
by e i the r  a copper wire or suitable r e s i s to r .  The high gain of the Short-Path valves
made this lat ter  feature particularly desirable to prevent instability due to  feedback,
none of the tuned circuits being screened.

'Permacon'  mica condensers and moulded bakelite res i s to rs  were manufactured in the
Wireless Dept.  Good quality cabinets were made for the company by Wering and Gillows
in ei ther  mahogany or oak and the Celes t ion  speaker was normally recommended. The
cabinet had small end-compartments for batteries and later for transformers and rect-
if ier units to supply Robinson 's  A.C.  mains valves - the AC/G (green spo t )  for amplif-
ication and the AC/R (red spot)  for feeding the speaker. When Metrovicks were app-
roached by valve users with the threat that if they continued to  market s e t s  in comp—
e t i t ion  with their own, they would consider buying their valves elsewhere,  the incentive
to  c lose  down the Wireless  Department was considerable.  This was done in 1928-1930
when Hinton joined Marconi Harine and his engineers went t o  join Robinson or the B.T.H.
Co. (Now a partner with Metrovick in A.E.I.)  to equip cinemas with their new ' ta lkie '
apparatus, which they were marketing in competition with the Western Electr ic  Company.
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To place mat te r s  on a firm bas i s ,  Metrovicks negot ia ted  an understanding wi th  the
Marconi Company by which they would not  make or s e l l  wire less  equipment for the trans-
miss ion  of words or mus ic ,  but would limit their use of  such to  the remote control  of
engineer ing plant,  or t o  the treatment of material for manufacturing p roces se s .

This marked the end of HetrOpolitan-Vickers' interest in wi re less  rece ivers  and the i r
valves .

FROM THE EDITOR'S QOOKSHELF

The following reviews have been  kindly contributed by Ian Higginbottom.

The Story of Wire less  Telegraphy, by Alfred T .  Story.  London: George Newnes L td . ,
12mo. 186p .  56 text f igs .  and photos .

The publication date i s  not  s ta ted ,  but the evidence of the text and a dated signature
on the flyeleaf suggest  the year 190k .  At so  early a date ,  one might think there was
not much of a story to  t e l l ,  until  one s ee s  that the first  87 pages are devoted t o  a
detailed account of  the pre-Hertzian wave systems of P reece ,  Ed ison ,  Willoughby Smith
and many others long forgotten.  The same care and historic sense  are expended on the
remainder of the text .  This begins wi th  the hypothesis of Clerk Maxwell and proceeds
to  the phenomena observed by D.E.Hughes and the experimental proof of the existence
of electromagnetic waves by Hertz himself.  The subsequent development of tele—
graphic systems, from the discovery of the coherer t o  the achievements of Marconi, i s
described in some de t a i l ,  and the book ends with an account of  the rival systems which
had appeared in the first  two or three years of  this century, such as those  o f  Lodge-
Muirhead, Braun, Orling and Armstrong, De Forest and Fessenden.  A detached appraisal
of the status of Marconi is  included which would meet  with wide acceptance today and
departs from the hagiographic treatment he was usually given by the contemporary
pres s .  There i s  some evidence near the end of the book that the author had difficulty
in  absorbing the rapid technical developments of the day, for Marcon i ' s  magnetic de t -
ec to r s ,  used in the 'Car lo  Alberta '  trials of July 1902 ,  are mistakenly s ta ted  to  be
nothing more than the Lodge-Muirhead self-restoring rotary coherers.  However, this
little book remains a highly readable and integrated account of a science by then
developing at headlong pace.  I t  i s  the more remarkable in that the author was  clear-
ly no spec ia l i s t ,  his  other works (according to  the t i t le  page )  including 'The  Build-
ing of the Empire' and the 'Life of John Linnel l ' .
History  of  Radio Telegraphy and Telephony, by G .G .B lake .  London: Chapman & Hall Lte
1328. crown 8vo.  #25p. 197  text f igs.  and photos.

This magnum opus was conceived on a grander scale than Alfred S to ry ' s  concise account,
but  i t s  literary quality i s  poor by comparison, because in spi t  of i t s  t i t l e  i t  i s
informed by very l i t t le  sense  o f  his toric  narrative. The reader wil l  look in vain for
a connected account of the development of wireless communication against the changing
panorama of technical prdblems, since the au thor ‘s  scheme was t o  concentrate mainly
on the evolution of component pa r t s_o f  wireless systems. For example, there are three
chapters devoted t o  pre-thermionic forms of detectors,  two widely separated chapters
on telephones and microphones, and three chapters containing accounts of arc generat-
or s ,  interspersed with other material. The development of high-frequency alternators
i s  dealt  with at the end of a formless chapter devoted, among other things,  t o  Fess-
enden ' s  heterodyne receiver,  telegraphic recording systems, television, and the wire-
l e ss  control of mechanisms. This lack of feeling both for historic perspective and
the organisation of material, mean that it  i s  almost impossible for a reader, with no
other source of information, to  form a complete idea of the principles,  construction
and capabilities of a typical wireless installation of any given da te .  0n the other
hand, as a technical source book,  this splendidly researched work i s  probably without
parallel  for i t s  pe r iod .  I t  seems to  have been  the au tho r ' s  aim to  mention every
notion,  however bizarre or historically insignificant, that was ever  associa ted  with
the subjec t  of wire less .  Where e l se  can one read, between the same cove r s ,  of the
flame grid leak, Neinhold 's  electrolytic amplifier, or the ' the rmion '  vacuumless
valve (requiring 55 watts t o  heat the filament)? However, in his anxiety to  omit noth-
i ng ,  the author 3 technical descriptions are sometimes brief t o  the point of obscurity.
0n the whole ,  readability i s  sacrificed t o  scholarship and the style i s  frequntly un-
couth.  The magnificent bibliography (1125 i tems)  i s  perhaps the crowning glory of this
s t rnnoa  1511+. Pann inn t ino  urn-1:-
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TALKING THROUGH THE agg,

By Rager Snelling

Before World War I ,  Radio telephony must have seemed very much like 3D T .V .  does
today . . .no t  beyond reach ,  but Just  two complicated to  be of serious consideration.
I have an American book published in 1913 ,  not very technical but giving a good in-
sight into the thinking of the day; I quote : -
" The Value of Wireless  Telephony. While wireless  telephony i s  at present perfectly
practicable and in constant use i ts  future is more or less  problematical. There i s  no
doubt that for many purposes wireless telephony would be most valuable but the present
range is too limited for it to  compete seriously with wireless telegraphy.“

One of the major problems of the time was how to  modulate a powerful aerial current
without adequate means of power amplification. One solution which very much interested
me was the water or 'hydraulic' microphone. Several of these were designed, the bes t
known being those associated with the_names of Chichester Bel l ,  Prof. Giuseppi vanni,
'Hr. F .J .Cbambers  and Professor Q.Madorana of Rome.

The Majorana microphone consisted o f ,"  a tube or receptacle (A) in which water or some
other liquid flows downward as indicated by the arrow, through the narrow tube (B)
from the extremity of which it issues in a tiny Jet .  This tube is  of unyielding and
inelastic material but at the spot (C) there is  an opening covered with a thin elastic
membrane (D). This is  connected by a short rod to another diaphragm (E) to which i s
fastened a mouthpiece (F ) .  Ordinarily the liquid flows out of the tube in a fine
stream and breaks into drops a little below the lower end, as indicated in the figure
at  G. If  the stream i s  interupted or disturbed
i t  wi l l  at once become broken into drops much
nearer the tube. When anyone speaks into the
mouthpiece the diaphragm (E) vibrates causing
the membrane (D) to vibrate in unison. The
pressure upon the water within the tube varies
and the change in pressure shortens or length-
ens the stream at the bottom. Where the stream
contracts almost t o  the dropping point two fine
wires are placed with their ends close together
(H). When the stream is narrow, the resistance
between these wires i s  greater than when i t  is
wide and as the stream moves up and down with
the vibrations of the diaphragm caused by the
sounds, the amount of current passing through
the wires varies in exact proportion."
I particularly like that last phrase - the mind
boggles  at the frequency response and the diff-
iculty of setting up:

-Further quotations from the same book: " Many
forms of detector have been used, the common- G
ea t  of which being electrolytic, but a for:
which is  excessively delicate and of great int- H ' H
crest  is  known as the 'Audion‘ .  This is a six '
volt incandescent lamp provided with a nickel .
plate fastened near the filament and with a grid
of wire situated half way between the filament .
and the plate. When the filament is incandesc- .
ent from the current passing through i t ,  it  throws off a steady stream of extremely
fine particles electrically charged and known as ions. These pass through the grid
and are discharged upon the nickel plate and when the grid is connected to the aerial
and the plate is  grounded, the ions carry only that portion of the current from the
aerial which flows in the same direction . . . . . . . .  with such instruments speech, music
and other sounds are transmitted for several hundred miles . . . . . ‘more  distinctly than
by wire methods ."  Fine words,  my masters.

Edi tor ' s  Note: The Majorana liquid microphone,and the subject in general, can be found
in some detail  in Goldsmith's book (see  Bulletin Vol .1 ,  No.3, p .12,  Dec.1976). In 1908
Majorana telephoned 270 miles with such a microphone . . .  capable of controling 10  amps

at 50  volts - a 500watt capability!
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THE SAUCEPAN SPECIAL

By Rosaleen Smyth

The 'Saucepan Special', exhibit number 120 at the 1977 Wireless Show at the Victoria
and Albert Museum, has an exciting past. This set (incorrectly referred to as the
Saucepan Super in the V &‘A catalogue) was a four~valve tropicalised short wave rec-
eiver specially made to provide a cheap radio set for the African population of the
former British Central Africa, in the days before the transistor. The set was made
by the Ever Ready Company of Great Britain and went on sale in Northern Rhodesia
(Zambia), Southern Rhodesia (Rhodesia) and Nyasaland (Malawi) in 19L9. The Saucepan
Special took its name from its cabinet, a 9 inch diameter round aluminium case which
was literally a saucepan without a handle; the saucepan being improvised because there
was a saucepan factory near the Ever Ready works. The set was painted blue because
research had shown that, in Africa, there was a superstition about almost every other
colour.

The man responsible for the Saucepan Special was Harry Franklin, the enthusiastic
Director of Northern Rhodesia's Information Department during the 19h0's. Broadcast-
ing was introduced into this British colony during World War II. In September 19h0,
a small Government radio station run by the Information Office, was cpened in Lusaka.
The purpose of the Lusaka Station was to keep Northern Rhodesia's African population
accurately informed of the progress of the war. In particular, the Government was
concerned to see that African miners on the Copperbelt, engaged in a vital war-time
industry, were not disturbed by panic, rumours and false reports.

At the end of the war it was decided that the scape and functions of the Lusaka
Station should be enlarged. It was now to become the Central African Broadcasting
Station (C.A.B.S.) and to take on the responsibility of broadcasting to the African
pepulations of Northern Rhodesia, Southern Rhodesia and Nyasaland. The headquarters
for European broadcasting in the three territories was to be Salisbury in Southern
Rhodesia. The CABS was to broadcast in seven languages: English and the six most
widely spoken vernaculars in Central Africa. Programmes were to be expanded to in-
clude education and entertainment as well as local and world news.

Despite these plans for post-war expansion, at the end of the war the future of
African broadcasting did not look promising. The greatest problem was the provision
of adequate listening facilities. Most Africans couldn't afford to buy their own
sets. Indeed, deepite the_war-time efforts of the Lusaka Station, most Africans had
still not even heard a radio. This was particularly the case in the rural areas where
the majority of the population lived. The small minority of Africans who were radio
listeners either had to listen to the sets of their European employers or, more com—
monly, to community receivers. In 19L5 there were two or three hundred of these scat-
tered throughout the country in welfare halls, mission stations and administrative
centres. Community listening was the worst kind of listening - halls were usually
crowded and noisy and sets were often out of order. Franklin thomyuzthat broadcasting
would not'take-off‘ in Central Africa until Africans could own their own sets and
become individual listeners.

Franklin set out to solve the problem. He conferred with Ir. J.W.Iurray, Chief Engin-
eer at the Lusaka Station who began drawing up specifications. He spent 3 years search-
ing in England, South Africa and Australia before he finalxy found a firm willing to
produce the kind of set that was needed for rural Africa where a main electricity
supply and battery charging facilities simply did not exist. In July 19h8, the Ever
Ready Co. agreed to research and develop his idea for a cheap, short wave, dry batt-
ery receiver. During the next two months valuable assistance was given by the Colonial
Office and the 3.3.0. in the settlement of technical details and the approval of one
of several prototypes which were turned out remarkably quickly'by the manager of one
of the firm's wireless factories. The result was the 'poor man's‘ radio‘, the
'Saucepan Special', which came on to the market in September 19h9. The set cost £5
and the external batterm,which was specially made for it and lasted 300 hours, cost
an extra £1.5s. The saucepan sets had a wavelength range from 25 to 90 metres and,
apart from Lusaka, could pick up Salisbury, Zaire, lozambique and the BBC. The
receiver and battery each weighed 71b and the battery measured 8” X 3" X 5%".
As part of the publicity campaign to launch the saucepan special, the Central African
Film Unit produced a two-reel 16mm colour film, Lusaka Calling. The fiIM. which shows

a set being demonstrated in a village and the village chief later being shown around
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Broadcasting House in Lusaka, was shown at static and mobile cenemas throughout
Central Africa. In the first four months Africans had bought an estimated 1200
radios and the station had received 312 letters of appreciation. "I feel proud
when I switch on my set and have the WHOLE'WORLD in my house.....", wrote one set-
isfied customer. For the convenience of its new audience, the CABS started a mon-
thly radio magazine, the African Listener, in 1952. In the next few years more than
50,000 sets were imported. The saucepan radio was also sold in other British colon-
ies and competing Iodels began to appear on the market.

But, though the set introduced broadcasting to a much larger African audience, the
Saucepan Special was not an unqualified success. In rural areas where communications
were poor, there were two continuing problems: the problem of servicing the receivers
and of supplying replacement batteries. These problems had not been overcome when
the transistor appeared and made the Saucepan Special‘obsolete.

Refs: Fraenkel, Peter. Wazaleshi London: Weidenfield d: Nicholson 1959 (an anecdotal
account of the author's experiences as a broadcasting officer with CABS).

Franklin,'Harry. The Flag Wagggr London: Shepheard-Walwyn 197b,.

Franklin, Harry. The Saucepan Special: The Poor Man's Radio for Rural Populations
Lusaka: Government Printer 1950.
Lusaka Calling. Film, 2 reels, colour, sound. Central African Film Unit. (There is
a copy in the National Archives of Rhodesia in Salisbury).
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. THIS SPACE WAS REALLY RESERVED FOR A CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF THE
SAUCEPAN SPECIAL ...... but unfortunately one has not yet turned up....

.....if anybody has 'servicing' information on this set we would like to hear about
it. In the meantime, David Reed has the following comments to make about one of the
'cmpeting models' referred to in the above article:- The Cossor "BISCUIT TIN'....
In the early 1950's, Cossor Radio decided to exploit the same market as the 'Saucepan'.
With a designer previously employed by the Hotel Box Company, it was natural that the
'insect proof' cabinet should utilize a genuine MB Biscuit tin. ,The finished product
model 527/1 appeared in 1955 for the African market complete with foolproof operating
illustrations printed on the back of the receiver. The circuit was a. conventional
L-valve (B70) battery superhet covering two short-wave and the medium-wave broadcast
band. (Appears together with the Saucepan in case No. 33 at the V d: A Wireless Show.)
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1 THE VITAL SPARK

By Desmond Thackeray

'V i t a l  spark of heavenly f l ame ,  qu i t ,  O quit this  mortal frame'

Two hundred year l a te r ,  Alexander Pope might have been  addressing thus a r eca lc i t ran t
wire l e s s  transmitter.  For  i t s  high voltage spark was by then both e s sen t i a l  and ye t ,
by i t s  very nature ,  an unrel iable  e lectr ical  switch.  This was perhaps l e s s  apparrent i n
early,  or  very low power ,  tranmitters using the impulsive exci ta t ion  of a Ruhmkorff co i l .
However, as power increased and efficiency was sought, some way had to  be found at
least to  prevent the spark becoming an arc .  And this accomplished, even faster quench-
ing would avoid l o s se s  due to  transfer of power back again from the aerial circuit  t o  the
spark. I t  was found as we l l ,  that increasing spark repiti t ion rates  up t o  1000 pps  or
more gave louder signals in the headphones, and that a ' no t e '  of steady pitch and amplit-
ude improved intel l igibi l i ty .  Success  here was not achieved in r a  day, and with the wire—
less  spectrum occupied by transmitters of innumerable designs and ages ,  a skil led Oper-
‘ator was soon  able t o  recognise many of them by their characterist ic no t e s .

There seem to have been  three dis t inct  ways in  which the spark was quenched.  The be s t
documented of these i s  probably the (190? patent)  rotating spark gap o f  the Marconi
transmitters ,  ranging from the %kw se t  with enclosed spark electrodes f i t ted  to  a disc
rotating on the end of the AC generator shaft,  t o  the monster of more than 500 t imes
the power installed at Clifden, where the supply was D .C .  The modus operandi was
simple enough - the spark occurred more or l e s s  when the rotating e lect rodes  approached
fixed e lec t rodes :  as the electrodes moved rapidly apart again the spark terminated.
This technique was used  again in American radar modulators i n  WW I I ,  though a s  far a s
I can t e l l  withought open acknowledgement. we should not fall in to  the error of assum-
ing usage only by Marcon i ' s .  The rotating gap idea was certainly used by Fessenden in
the U .S .A . , and  by Balsillie in this country, before successive mergers eliminated much
of the competi t ion.  '

The Germans needed something different and the large area multiple gap was launched by
Telefunken. This quenched spark-gap also permitted the desirable high spark repi t i t ion
rate and was dubbed the 's inging spa rk ' .  Telefunken 's  pride in this  part o f  their  system
was clearly justified technically; for after the patent sharing agreement of 1912, the
multiple gap also appeared in Marconi transmitters, and survived into the 9th edition
of 'Dowsetti&'Walker' (1950). Being totally enclosed, i t  must have brought a merciful
s i lence to  the German wireless cabin of  the period. The multiple gap was a lso  reborn
later, being used by Frfingel in Germany from 1956 as a triggered switching gap in high
frequency strOboscOpic flash units .  Frfingel s e t s  a good example however by giving
four references t o  the earl ier  usage.  I have yet t o  find any mention of the tr iggered
gap in early wireless transmitters, though it would not be surprising t o  discover that
it had_been used. Re-invention in this area and others i s  described in an entertaining
article by F.G.Canning in the December 1976 issue of ' l i r e less 'Wor ld ' .
The third alternative, exploited in the U .S .A . ,  France and Australia, was the air-blast
quenched spark gap.  And where was this  re-invented? Amazingly, i t  found a use in
Br i t i sh  Naval radar in WWII (without acknowledgement);  and again after the war by
Brown and Popple in Cambridge for the fast  strdboscopic flash which they used for
bird flight photography. The story starts with that intrepid engineer Elihu Thomson
in the U .S .A . ,  who in 1892 i s  describing how he engineered a Tesla system to  generate
half a million vol ts ,  . . "w i th  an air blast playing on the spark to prevent continuous
a rc s " .  His patent the following year for a 'means for producing alternating currents'
made no suggestion that it  might be useful for wireless communication. By 1909 the
U.S .  Navy yards were doing useful business in equipping old Shoemaker and DeForest
transmitters with custom-built airéblown spark-gaps, to give them a performance comp-
arable with the ’rotary turbine gapped' 'S l aby 'Arco '  transmitters. Fleming in England
certainly knew of Elihu Thomson's work, giving him a number of references in 'Elec t r ic
Wave Telegraphy' ,  the ' b ib le '  of 1906, and himself taking out a patent in 1901 cover-
ing the use of an air blast for manual keying. In 1909 Fleming reports the use of an
air-blown spark in an experimental transmitter, and in 1912 he somewhat belatedly re-
cal ls  i t s  use in the Poldhu transmitter of 1901. Eugene Nesper in Germany a lso  found
space in his 'Jahrbuch' article in 1911 for a mention of Elihu Thomson's patent .
Clearly there was no direct  need of the blown gap in the Marconi and Telefunken sys tems,

but  wi th  such wri t ten  coverage i t  13 .3  l i t t le  surprising t o  find the prior art ignored
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elsewhere. For example ,  Q. Majorana developed a prf modulated air blast spark in
190# as his contribution to the development of wireless telephony - perhaps the
first fm transmitter ever — but mentions only Marconi, Duddel (sic) and Wehnelt.

But the chief transgressors are to be found in France and Australia. There are a
number of accounts of the various transmitters that comprised the Eiffel Tower stat-
ion,but the lack of credits might lead one to suppose that much of it, like Topsy,
'just growed'. In 1908 the 10k! transmitter there had a spark gap consisting of two
parallel cylinders or rollers of zinc, but nothing is said about an air blast. An air
blast was used on the later LOKW transmitter. Both these transmitters took power from
a hZHz supply and thereby gained thesoubriquet 'ronfle' which translates as snoring or
humming. By 1911 another 10kW transmitter had appeared, working now from a 600Hz
('musicale‘) supply and using a tube and plate spark gap. An air current was forced
through the tube to blow the spark and cool the tube. This became a 150kW version by
191A and the 'little snoring station' had been dismantled. I have yet to find any
reference to the sources of inspiration for these gaps. Moreover, there seems t o  be a
. t o t a l  neglect of the indigenous inventions which surfaced in the patent literature of
the time. 'Improvements......' in 1911 start with a two-tube blown gap from Bellini
and Tosi (in Paris). Ducretet and Roger got into the act later that year with a very
elaborate blown gap. And in 1913 Girardeau and Bethe-nod patented their 'Improvenents'
to the tube and plate gap. All six regarded the blown gap as an established and well-
known device, and again no sources are acknowledged.

In Australia the first blown gaps were made by a Catholic priest, Fr. Archibald Shaw,
who was taught 'wireless' apparently by one Reginald Wilkinson, who had had some exp
perience in North America. Shaw established the Maritime Wireless Co. in Sydney, and
this company contracted in 1912  to supply four wireless stations at about one—third
the price asked by Telefunken. Shaw made application for a British patent including
the air-blown tube and plate spark-gap on August 6th 1912 and this was granted on
November 7th. However, a very similar patent was granted by the ’Commonwealth Comm-
issioner of Patents' on October 15th 1912 to a Mr. John G. Balsillie, and the rights
in this were consigned th the Postmaster General. Balsillie, who had previously been
involved with the British Radio Telegraph and Telephone Co. in the UlK. and elsewhere,
had lost to Marconi by then, one assumes, any rights to an earlier rotating—gap system.
In his new capacity as wireless adviser to the Australian Government he (like Shaw)
had to propose the use of the only practicable spark-gap not covered by Telefunken or
Marconi patents. It is doubtful whether either Shaw or Balsillie were ignorant of the
prior use of the blown gap in the U.S.A. and in western Europe. However Eccles, in his
Wireless Telegraphy & Telephony of 1918, after devoting a paragraph to Shaw's patent,
takes several pages in a later chapter to describe 'Balsillie's Australian System'.
was it tact or opacity on Eccles’ part not to link the two, nor to associate their
spark-gaps with those used in France and America? Eccles did, after all, review the
patent situation regularly for the 'Electrician'. Balsillie was given a great deal
of credit for the Australian wireless installations, which were undeniably successful;
and after he gave a public lecture in Sydney in 191% the name of the 'Balsillie System'
was there to stay. If we think that this was less than fair to Shaw, whose company
manufactured the apparatus, and whose patent so greatly resembled Balsillie's, re-
member that both patents included a spark system invented at least twenty years
previously, thoroughly described in professional publications, 59d,in current use in
at least two major countries by 1912. A salute at any rate to Elihu Thomson (and
Tesla before him) whose 'vital spark' continued to shatter the aether (and the ear)
for another fifty years in the cause of wireless.

I am most grateful to Fred Canning, Philip Geeves and Kaye weedon for their bounty of
information on early wireless, and to the librarians of the University of Surrey for
their continued indulgence.

THE EEBEEESS SHOI'IALL CHARTS

One of the good things to come out of the Victoria & Albert Museum Wireless Show has
been the three wall charts designed by Norman Jackson. They cover the'three ages'
of wireless set design and include all the sets shown at the V & A. The drawings
show the usual consummate skill one has come to expect from our Bulletin artist. _
They are still available (£1.50 for the set inc. postage) from Jon Hill, 1L, Victoria
Court, Kingsbridge Avenue, London,‘W3.
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TRANS—ATLANTIC LETTER

As mentioned in my las t  l e t t e r ,  the b ig  event of  the year occurred at Dearborn,
Michigan during the weekend of October 8th.  This was the annual conference of The
Antique Wireless  Assoc ia t ion .  I asked Bruce Kelly, the program Chairman (and member
of B.V.W.S.) to  send me a report for this letter.  As always, Bruce willingly obliged
and I provide the report verbatim: "Nearly 500 amateur radio historians and col lec t -
ors attended the Annual Antique Wireless  Assoc ia t ion ' s  Conference held at  Dearborn, Mich
October 8th. The site of the gathering was the Henry Ford Museum and nearby Greenfield
Vil lage ,  an unique 260  acre set t ing of 22  buildings which includes the huge 1#  acre
ground leve l  Science  Museum. Unlike most  large sc ience  museums supported by public
money, the Ford Museum was erected by an individual, Henry Ford. Among the notable
art i facts  is Thomas Ed i son ’ s  Menlo Park Laboratory.
The Conference lasted three days with one entire day devoted t o  h i s tor ica l  pregramming
covering such sub jec t s  a s  the Federal  Arc t ransmit ter_and the his tory  of two we l l
known radio manufacturers:  the Grebe and Zenith Radio Companies.  In add i t i on , a  forum
ent i t led  'Show and Te l l '  featured members demonstrating t o  the audience how they res t -
ored early r ece ive r s .  This covered everything from repairing 100p antennas t o  moulding
p la s t i c  d i a l s .

One of  the most popular programs at each conference i s  the huge auction.  Hundreds of
early p i eces  of equipment (most ly  r ece ive r s )  were so ld  in a jam-packed four hour
se s s ion  where nearly $10 ,000  exchanged hands. This provided members wi th  an opportunity
to  d ispose  of unwanted equipment and for others to acquire. In  addit ion,  co l lec tors
were able t o  ascertain the current pr ices  for various i tems.  Seldom are rare p i eces
put  up for  s a l e .  Transactions of this type are usually handled privately in the large
parking lot where dozens  of cars and vans are loaded with saleable i tems.  An example
of  a high sale at the auction was the disposing o f ' a  DeForest three tube Interpanel
regenerative receiver (1922) for $6h0. The increased interest in tube collecting
warranted a separate auction. Hundreds of tubes ( valves ) exchanged hands. Col lec tors
were$even paying a fair price for tubes with cpen filaments such as a WW1 French tube
fo r  200

In addition t o  the tube auction,there was a tube identification forum where members
brought unmarked tubes t o  be  identified by a panel of experts which included the well
known vacuum tube historian and author, Gerald Tyne
The highlight of the Conference was the Saturday evening banquet where three hundred
members enjoyed a hearty meal followed by a ser ies  of fun-making awards including
throwing s tee l  darts at the pictures of the receiver judges:
The most coveted award for the year was given to  Ralph.Williams for his outstanding
documentation on the history of the AtwatereKent Company.
The 1978  Conference will be held September 29 ,  30  and October  1 s t  at Canandaigua, N.Y.
Overseas members and guests are invited t o  a t tend.  "
I have not yet received a report on the meeting of  the Canadian Vintage Wireless  Assn
held on October 22nd.  I hope t o  have this information for you in the next i s sue  of
the Bulletin.

Your Overseas Representative,

Dave Brodie,  315 ,  Cot ton  S t . ,  Menlo Park, Cal i f .  9L025.

'THE SA§§_OF THE VACUUM TUBE'
When Dave Brodie sen t  his  TranseAtlantic Le t t e r  he added a short s ec t i on  announcing
the publication of Gerald F . J .Tyne ' s  book 'The Saga of the Vacuum Tube' published by
Howard W. Sams & Co.L td .  #500 West 62nd S t . ,  Indianapolis, Indiana #6268 ,  U.S.A. at
a cost of $19.95 for the hardbound version and $9.95 for the softbqund. He said this
book was a , ' t ru ly  monumental effort,  comprising almost 500 pages of narration and data
concerning thermionics in communication be tween 1900  and 1930 .  The volume i s  indeed
international in scope and i s  a must for every antique historian and co l lec tor . "

Having often heard about this forthcoming work, I promptly wrote to  Dave and asked
him to  airmail a copy (softbound, of course)  without delay. I tar r ived in time for me
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to be able to confirm the few laudatory remarks made by Dave Brodie though too late
to have a full ‘review' prepared for this Bulletin. This book is incredibly informative,
and is Jam-packed with diagrams and photographs relating to the international valve
scene. It has a very detailed index and a separate index of tube types. At the time
of writing, the book has been in my possession for only a few hours but I have so far
used it to check on material relating to H.D.Arnold, Col. FerriE, the loorhead valve,
and the BaléPcpe-Idzerda story which appeared in the March 1977 Bulletin (Vol.1 No.h,
page 11). In each case, the subJect was dealt with in some detail and with a thoroughness
not encountered in any other published reference that I have so far read. The British
history from the earliest times up to the late 1920's is very copiously dealt with as
are also the German, French, Dutch and, of course, American histories. If this present
Bulletin is by any chance late in arriving at the printers then I'm afraid I'll have
to blame Gerald Tyne .......I simply can’t put his book down! Speaking now to the
British members of BVIS, if you want one of these books (serious collectors can
hardly afford to be without one) see the attached form. Ed.

UN CURIOBO AUTO DE FE

Auto-de-fé, the public burning of a heretic,seems an unworthy fate for an old
radio set after it has served its time,but this happened to 5000 radio sets,we are
told (in the Spanish magazine 'Radio Sport' back in January 1935 -  The photographs
showed this enormous‘pile of radios - all pun vintage stuff - about 15 ft high with
a man standing on top. The next picture showed a blaze that would have done credit
to the local Guy Fawkes-night benefire - it is not recorded whether the man got off
in time: The article goes on to say the publicity achieved by Iberian Philips will
not be discussed - nor will the commercial value derived from such an event. The
writer goes on to say that, nevertheless, it seems that this means of purging and
renovation is extremely salutary for business in general and suggests that a similar
benefire be repeated every year. Furthermore, the idea is presented to the Spanish
Federation of Radio Hanufacturers,in order that their neutrality be not suspect -
that in future they organise these annual burnings of old, defective and poor quality
radio sets and that there be no distinction in.mekes and models. There would,of
course,be great benifit to the industry - several thousand clients are lost each
year because they are already equipped with radio sets!

well, we don't know if the idea caught on in Spain though there is the rumour that
there was once a bonpfire of V2's in this country.

JIGGERS- AND KUIASCOPES

Some 'technical' words stay around for a long time but others some and go while
yet others never get a.prcper start in life and die before they are born. The
origins of such words are sometimes quite obscure. Take JIGGER for example. We
all know what it means - an r.f. transformer in a transmitter aerial circuit -
but does anybody know where it came from? James Erskine-Hurray, in his Handbook of
Wireless Telegraphy (1907), introduces the word JIG to signify a damped train of
high frequency electrical oscillations. He says that, where necessary to prevent
confusion, the word Jig can be qualified thus: electric Jig, magnetic jig or (wait
.fcr it) Irish Jig - all implying periodic motions of very high frequency. I wonder
if there is a clue here as to the true origin of JIGGER - larconi's mum was Irish;
a family Joke, perhaps? More seriously, it was recently suggested that the word
was already in use in Naval vocabulary in connection with a winch or hydraulic pump
which are,when all said and done.meohanical 'transformers' - so the word was in that
case not ‘invented' by early wireless men, it was simply transflnred from one discipline
to another, and we have to look still further back for its origins.
The word KUIASCOPE never really got off the ground. It was suggested by Prof. John
Ambrose Fleming in his Cantor Lecture No.III (larch 16th 1903) to mean what we have
long been happy to call a 'detector'. He didn't like the word 'coherer' and all its
clumsy derivatives, such as 'anti-coherer‘_ and 'self-decohering-coherer'. KUHASCOPE,
(Greek: kuma =kv,urx= wave) he thoughtwas a good word and Kumatology, he said, was
already in use. It would replace 'responder‘,in use in the U.S.A..and.receiver' which
he said had too many meanings including the official who superintends winding up of a
company and the recipient of misappropriated property...!
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WIRELESS MONUMENTS or eager BRITAIN (2 )

by I .E .H igg inbo t tom

This second article is  more i n  the nature of an appendix to  the f i r s t ,  being con-
cerned with additional material relating to  the earl iest  years of wi re less  which has
s ince  come to  my no t i ce .

As I suspected when writing the previous article,  although it  could not be  confirmed
i n  t ime ,  there i s  a blue commemorative plaque on Marcon i ' s  f i r s t  r es idence  in  London,
at  71 Hereford Road, Bayswater.  The inscription on the plaque has been  kindly sent
t o  me by Mrs. Bet ty  Hence, the Company Historian at GEO-Marconi Electronics L td . ,
Chelmsford. I t  reads:  "London County Council - Guglielmo Marconi 187h-1937 the
pioneer of wireless communication lived here in 1896-1897.” Actually, Marconi's
visiting card of March 1896, as attached to his letter of introduction to Preece
from Campbell Swinton, bore the address 101,  Hereford Road, but the house number giv-
en in the 1896 patent specif icat ion is  71 .  The reason for this discrepancy (which
may simply be renumbering during 1896) i s  being investigated.
The inscription in the Haven Hotel, Sandbanks (near Poole) was referred to in the
previous art icle,  but the full text was not then available t o  me. I t  has since been
kindly provided by Mr.  Bill  Journeaux of Poole ,  and reads as  fo l lows :

" In  this room, which may truly be called the cradle of wi re less ,  Guglielmo Marconi
during the years from 1898 to  1926 conducted some of his most important experiments
in wireless telegraphy and telephony and laid the secure foundations of a science of
inestimable value t o  hhmanity." The plaque can be found in the Tudor Lounge of the
hotel .
In December 1898 Marconi acquired a former furniture warehouse in Hall S t r ee t ,  Chelms-
ford, which became the world ' s  first wireless factory, although the first significant
order (thirty-two se ts  for the British Admiralty) was not received until Lth July 1900.
The premises in Hall Street  s t i l l  ex is t ,  though used for other purposes (again ,  coin-
cidently, as a warehouse) and a plaque on the building bearsthe following inscription:

" In  this building was established in 1899 the first radio factory in the world by
the Wire less  Telegraph and Signal Company Limited, later known as Marcon i ' s  Wire less
Telegraph Company Limited".

I am grateful t o  Mr.  Roger Snelling who kindly transcribed the Hall St reet  Plaque for
me at very short not ice .

EXCHANGE

There are not a lot  of 'exchange '  items this time. Does this mean that most  collectors
have got all the things they need? Or does i t  perhaps mean that most  collectors hang
on very t ightly to  what they 've  got and prefer not t o  ge t  involved in  exchanging things?
Whatever the case may be ,  I think it i s  perfectly true that co l l ec to r s  can become very
attached to  the i tems they acquire - even when they didn‘t in the f i rs t  place want them.
I recent ly  acquired one of those silly little crystal s e t s  called the 'L i s t ene r '  by
E.R.Phone (made by Kenmac ) having previously thought that such gimmicky absurdities
were not really my ' cup  of t e a ' . . . . . . . bu t  now I am quite attached to  this bi t  of trivia
and would find i t  difficult t o  part with on any reasonable exchange bas i s .  But our
'Exchange'  page has been of great assistance so  far in enabling people to  find com-
ponents and le t  us hope i t  will continue to  serve a useful purpose in this  r e spec t .

Send your requests for inclusion in the next issue by about MARCH 1s t  1928.

.SEARCHING ' EKCO P3189; MURPHY A52, 8L7, B91; PILOT BL} or 33L
G.E.C. scum or BCL9M; PYE 1939 2-volt battery baby (a .

H.M.V. 1L0} (or Harconiphone 891) and H.u .v .  904 (or Hare. 707)
cccecMoHi l l  H i l lS ide ,  Pena l - aka ,  Guildford,  Surrey:  t e l  Dorking 7301860

I

Any b i t s  and p i eces  at all that might be helpful in restoring a f i rs t  world war Mk I I I
tuner. My own has had i t s  buzzer ,  perikon detector ,  coi ls  and rheostat removed: Editor

DISPOSINC A Pete  Scot t  table model s e t  believed to  be 1938 . . .  and also an
Amplion Delegate  mains portable 19h5 .  Odo  Editor.
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The above circuit is the Ever Ready 'Saucepan Special' which Rosaleen Smyth wrote
about in the last Bulletin (Dec.1977). The circuit was sent to us from Rhodesia.
Hr J.Grahame of Chisipite, Salisbury posted it on 12th December but it didn't arrive
in time for the Bulletin - it was in fact one day late: Mr. Grahame had the respons-
ibility to train the Africans and to repair the receivers until the trade took over
entirely at the end of 1951 .  Thank you Mr. Grahame for sending this circuit.

The circuit below is the revised Marconi #2 ... the one published in the last
Bulletin had more than its fair share of mistakes...ao010gies.... and thanks to
the several people who wrote to comment.
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